
From: 	 Hamayasu, Toru 
To: 	 'Gordon Lum' 
Sent: 	 11/17/2006 5:23:31 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: ORTP 2030 (Gordon Lum) 

She writes like she talks. I suppose she is trying to challenge the lack of the final ORTP and she is warning you that the final 
report better not divert significantly from the draft. 

I actually agree with her in terms of not changing the final document from the time frame in which it was approved. I am sure 
that is not the same issue as what Evans is saying, but the final ORTP should be the snap shot of when it became official. 
Specifically, our guys identified a few changes in project status; AA is pau and the latest rail costs and ridership are different 
from the draft ORTP; some transit centers are underway instead of being planned; two Baseline projects are now cancelled, etc. 
I seriously recommend that you don't revise the report to reflect the changes. Instead, you might consider an update 

statement. Our guys finished the draft review. I have to read through what updates our guys found before I can send in the 
draft comments but we should talk about how to deal with the update without changing the analysis. 

Toru 

From: Gordon Lum [mailto:glumompo@hawaii.mcom]  
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2006 4:15 PM 
To: Hamayasu, Toru 
Subject: FW: ORTP 2030 (Gordon Lum) 

fyi 

From: Dale Evans [mailto:dale@charleystaxi.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2006 2:35 PM 
To: Gordon Lum; HONOLULU CITY COUNCIL 
Subject: Re: ORTP 2030 

Since the Alternatives Analysis refers constantly to the ORTP 2030 and you are referring simply to the DRAFT ORTP 2030, just 
be sure that there is not a big difference in content and details between the two, because we have not had an opportunity to see 
the updated version, Gordon. 

Information is being withheld from the public and it is astonishing that a $10 million AA study is being conducted without the 
benefit of a finalized RTP 2030. 
Dale Evans 

Dale, 

The list of ORTP 2030 projects approved by the Policy Committee can be found on our website. 

The listing is at: http://www.oahumpo.org/ortp/ORTP2030/ORTP%20Approved °/020Project%20List°/020April%204°/0202006.pdf 

The list of illustrative projects is at: http://www.oahumpo.org/ortp/ORTP2030   
/ORTP%20Approved°/020111ustrative/020List°/020April%204`)/0202006.pdf 

The Oahu Regional Transportation Plan has been approved by the Policy Committee and is being finalized; a final 
document is expected at the end of 2006. The draft is at:  http ://www oa hum po. org/ortp/O  RTP2030  
/DraftWo200RTP/0202030. pdf 

Gordon 

From: Dale Evans  [mailto:dale©charleystaxi.comj  

AR00150053 



Sent: Friday, November 10, 2006 9:54 AM 
To: Gordon Lum 
Subject: ORTP 2030 

Gordon, 
A while back, you mentioned that the ORTP 2030 addresses the transportation needs of the disabled and elderly. 

Would you please furnish me with the ORTP 2030 as soon as possible since it has been months since we commented on the 
Draft. I would appreciate knowing if there is an approved ORTP 2030 and having a copy. 

May I pick it up this week of November 12th? Thank you very much. 

Thanks 
Dale Evans 

AR00150054 


